
How do screens distort our understanding of space and scale?  
GBBN’s annual Design Issues Series exhibition, Screen Time, 
explores this…with your help! 

SCREEN TIME
DESIGN ISSUES SERIES

WHAT
How do screens distort our understanding of space and scale? DIS: Screen 
Time explores this question by crowdsourcing individual submissions that fill a 
predetermined space (template attached) at two scales: 
1) Instagram (@gbbnarchitects) as a quilt-like display of three dimensional spaces. 
2) Multiple exhibits in Cincinnati, Louisville, Pittsburgh, and beyond. 

HOW
Use the template below to present your work. This PDF template can be 
printed or imported into any software you would like to use. Your submission 
can be hand-drawn, photographed, or digitally created (ex. .gif, .mp4, .png), 
anything that stays approximately within the boundaries. The template is 
scale-less, except that the x and y dimensions are proportional, and the z 
dimension is 1.5 times the size of the x and y dimension (page 2).

Step 1: Save the template.

Step 2: Create your artwork within the template boundaries.

Step 3: Save your artwork as a PNG, MP4, GIF, JPEG, or PDF.

Step 4: Submit your work to gbbnmedia@gbbn.com & include your name, 
Instagram @handle (if applicable), location tag, and caption (limit 250 char-
acters, 15 hashtags).

Feel free to submit more than one but assume that your submissions will 
not be grouped together on the digital quilt.
• Images: PNG submissions with a minimum 150 dpi
• Video: GIFs and MP4 
• Other: What else do you have? We will work with other submissions on a 

case by case basis, in order to accept as many submissions as possible.

Check out some examples by clicking here.



SCREEN TIME
DESIGN ISSUES SERIES

Submissions…
Want to see your artwork come to life both digitally on Instagram  
and in real life at one of the DIS exhibits? Submit your work to  
gbbnmedia@gmail.com by Friday, August 16th at 1 pm (EST). 

Your entry should include:
• Your name
• Instagram @handle (if applicable) 
• Submission title, and caption (limit 250 characters, 15 hashtags) 

Then, watch our Instagram page @gbbnarchitects for a chance to see 
your artwork posted as well as more information about the events 
coming to a city near you!

Template:

About DIS:
GBBN’s annual Design Issues Series DIS is a collaborative exhibition between GBBN’s US offices. Each year the goal of DIS 
is to step back, take notice, and explore a specific design issue in a new light and foster lively and creative public discourse. 
By overlapping architecture and community, DIS seeks to grow a culture of design.
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